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PREFACE

Preface
Acquisition Finance 2018
Sixth edition
Getting the Deal Through is delighted to publish the sixth edition of
Acquisition Finance, which is available in print, as an e-book and online at
www.gettingthedealthrough.com.
Getting the Deal Through provides international expert analysis in key
areas of law, practice and regulation for corporate counsel, cross-border
legal practitioners, and company directors and officers.
Throughout this edition, and following the unique Getting the Deal
Through format, the same key questions are answered by leading
practitioners in each of the jurisdictions featured. Our coverage this year
includes Argentina, India and Nigeria.
Getting the Deal Through titles are published annually in print. Please
ensure you are referring to the latest edition or to the online version at
www.gettingthedealthrough.com.
Every effort has been made to cover all matters of concern to readers.
However, specific legal advice should always be sought from experienced
local advisers.
Getting the Deal Through gratefully acknowledges the efforts of all
the contributors to this volume, who were chosen for their recognised
expertise. We also extend special thanks to the contributing editors,
Ryan Bekkerus, Alexandra Kaplan and Marisa Stavenas of Simpson
Thacher & Bartlett LLP, for their continued assistance with this volume.

London
April 2018

www.gettingthedealthrough.com 
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Bulgaria
Gentscho Pavlov and Dimitar Zwiatkow
Pavlov and Partners Law Firm in cooperation with CMS Reich-Rohrwig Hainz
Rechtsanwälte GmbH
General structuring of financing
1

6

What territory’s law typically governs the transaction
agreements? Will courts in your jurisdiction recognise
a choice of foreign law or a judgment from a foreign
jurisdiction?

The general rule is that the perfection of title transfers concerning assets located in Bulgaria (real estate) and quotas and shares in
Bulgarian companies is to be governed by Bulgarian law.
In practice, formal title transfer agreements are made as short-form
transfer deeds attached to the share purchase agreement, which itself may
be governed by a foreign law. Mandatory Bulgarian provisions regulating
the transfer must also be complied with (eg, registration requirements).
Generally, court judgments from the European Union will be recognised by the Bulgarian courts.
2

Does the legal and regulatory regime in your jurisdiction
restrict acquisitions by foreign entities? Are there any
restrictions on cross-border lending?

In Bulgaria, there are specific restrictions on offshore companies in
the acquisition of agricultural land, insurers, banks, pension funds
and investment intermediaries, and participating in public-private
partnerships, media companies and auditing companies, etc.
EU, US and UN sanctions apply respectively on cross-border
lending in Bulgaria.
3

What are the typical debt components of acquisition
financing in your jurisdiction? Does acquisition financing
typically include subordinated debt or just senior debt?

The components of a typical acquisition financing transaction include
both debt and equity, where their ratio will depend on the deal in question, in respect of the volume and size. In particular, the financing is
normally provided to cover the purchase price, refinancing of the existing indebtedness as well as operational capital.
Institutional lenders involved in acquisition financing transactions
in Bulgaria tend to provide loans as senior debt. Subordinated debt is
usually provided by sponsors or private investors in the form of mezzanine financing or equity or shareholder loans.
4

Are there rules requiring certainty of financing for
acquisitions of public companies? Have ‘certain funds’
provisions become market practice in other transactions
where not required?

There are no specific rules for proof of funds in case of acquisition of
public (listed) companies. However, the general anti-money laundering
and counter-terrorism laws apply respectively.
Sellers may request the provision of various instruments to ensure
the availability of funds.
In distressed asset transactions, parties often implement payment of
deposits and escrow mechanisms in order to ensure certainty of funds.
5

Are there any restrictions on the borrower’s use of proceeds
from loans or debt securities?

What are the licensing requirements for financial institutions
to provide financing to a company organised in your
jurisdiction?

Only licensed banks (credit institutions) in Bulgaria and EU-licensed
banks (which have notified the Bulgarian National Bank in advance)
may provide financing to the public. Financial institutions registered
with the Bulgarian National Bank may also provide loans but only with
funds from sources, as opposed to publicly collected deposits.
7

Are principal or interest payments or other fees related to
indebtedness subject to withholding tax? Is the borrower
responsible for withholding tax? Must the borrower
indemnify the lenders for such taxes?

Interest payments are generally subject to a 5 per cent withholding tax
when the lender is not a Bulgarian entity. Individual double taxation
treaties usually provide for certain exceptions.
The obligation for the withholding of the respective tax lies with
the borrower. Cross-border facility agreements contain tax gross-up
clauses that allow for the withholding tax, and the respective indemnification to the lender.
8

Are there usury laws or other rules limiting the amount of
interest that can be charged?

Generally, no. However, Bulgarian legislation provides for a prohibition on the imposition of interest on interest between parties that are
not merchants. If the parties are merchants, such interest should be
explicitly agreed upon.
9

What kind of indemnities would customarily be provided by
the borrower to lenders in connection with a financing?

In a financing transaction in Bulgaria, the indemnities to be provided by
the borrower to the lender are usually those provided for in the standard Loan Market Association (LMA) documentation. Indemnities are
mostly related to costs, losses and liabilities, reasonably believed to be
defaults, connected to the investigation of events, reliance on notices
and instructions by the borrower and protection and enforcement of
security interests, etc.
10 Can interests in debt be freely assigned among lenders?
The assignment of debt under Bulgarian law is possible unless it is
restricted by an agreement between the parties. Where the debt is
secured by a registered collateral, the assignment agreement shall
comply with certain statutory requirements in relation to its form and
registration.
11 Do rules in your jurisdiction govern whether an entity can act
as an administrative agent, trustee or collateral agent?
There are no special rules for administrative agent, trustee or collateral agents. The general rules of business law apply. However, the
concept of a collateral agent is generally deemed to be unenforceable
in Bulgaria (see question 20).

EU, US and UN sanctions apply respectively on cross-border lending
in Bulgaria.
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12 May a borrower or financial sponsor conduct a debt buy-back?
The availability of a debt buy-back for the borrower depends on the
contractual agreements between the parties. In most cases, the borrower will aim to have the right of first refusal in case the existing
lender wishes to assign its rights and obligations under the loan agreement. Depending on the bargaining power of the parties, the borrower
may end up with a right of first offer instead.
13 Is it permissible in a buy-back to solicit a majority of lenders
to agree to amend covenants in the outstanding debt
agreements?
Under Bulgarian law, there cannot be a unilateral change of the terms of
an agreement. Therefore, the consent of all parties is required. However,
the parties may agree otherwise, in advance, in the facility agreement.
Guarantees and collateral
14 Are there restrictions on the provision of related company
guarantees? Are there any limitations on the ability of foreignregistered related companies to provide guarantees?
The concept of ‘corporate guarantee’ is not explicitly regulated by
Bulgarian law, but in general, such corporate guarantees could be considered as invalid because of the unilateral nature of the obligation.
Usually, corporate guarantees are regulated by a foreign law in transactions with a cross-border element.
In local practice, surety agreements are being widely used. Another
legal instrument employed is the concept of joint and several liability
(to be explicitly agreed between the parties).
15 Are there specific restrictions on the target’s provision
of guarantees or collateral or financial assistance in an
acquisition of its shares? What steps may be taken to permit
such actions?
Financial assistance restrictions apply to joint-stock companies, for
which the provision of all kinds of financial assistance, guarantees or
collateral in an acquisition of shares is strictly forbidden and such deals
are considered to be invalid.
It is generally accepted in business practice that limited liability,
and other types of companies, do not fall under this prohibition in an
acquisition of their own shares.
No whitewash procedures or similar steps can be taken with respect
to the subjects of the prohibition.
16 What kinds of security are available? Are floating and fixed
charges permitted? Can a blanket lien be granted on all assets
of a company? What are the typical exceptions to an all-assets
grant?
As a general rule, even if there are individual securities established
over separate assets of the debtor, the whole property of the debtor is
used for satisfaction of creditors’ claims. Under Bulgarian law, a blanket lien over all of the debtor’s assets cannot be established.
Pledges over both floating and fixed charges are permitted.
Registered (non-possessory) pledges could be established over aggregation of assets and over going concerns of companies (as a floating
charge), where such pledges could spread over assets acquired in the
future.
The following securities are the most commonly used:
• mortgages established by virtue of a contract or the operation of
the law;
• financial collateral (financial pledges and collateral assignment);
• surety agreements;
• registered (non-possessory) pledges over the following:
• going concerns;
• movable properties;
• receivables;
• dematerialised shares and bonds in joint-stock companies;
• shares in limited liability companies, general and limited partnerships and limited partnerships with shares;
• floating charges; and
• industrial property;
• possessory pledges over movables; and
• promissory notes.

BULGARIA

17 Are there specific bodies of law governing the perfection
of certain types of collateral? What kinds of notification or
other steps must be taken to perfect a security interest against
collateral?
In order to be duly perfected, certain types of collateral should be
executed in a special form (written, notary certification of signatures
and contents, notary deed, etc), and in order to be enforceable they
should be registered with public registers governed or regulated by specific bodies. In particular, with respect to registered (non-possessory)
pledges, the entry with the respective register shall be a precondition
for the pledge’s validity.
For some types of collateral (eg, registered pledges over receivables) certain notification requirements may apply in order for the
security to be enforceable in relation to third parties.
18 Once a security interest is perfected, are there renewal
procedures to keep the lien valid and recorded?
For some types of collateral, subject to registration with a special register, there is a validity period after which the collateral is no longer
enforceable. There are also renewal procedures envisaged where the
assistance or consent of the pledgor is generally not necessary. For
mortgages, the validity period of the registration is 10 years, and for
registered pledges, the validity period is five years.
19 Are there ‘works council’ or other similar consents required to
approve the provision of guarantees or security by a company?
There is no statutory requirement for ‘works council’ or other similar
consents for the approval of the provision of guarantees or security by
a company.
20 Can security be granted to an agent for the benefit of all
lenders or must collateral be granted to lenders individually
and then amendments executed upon any assignment?
Both the concepts of ‘parallel debt’ and ‘trusteeship’ are generally
deemed to be invalid and unenforceable in Bulgaria. However, it is
common practice for syndicated financings (especially with multiple
foreign lenders) to employ such concepts.
Therefore, with respect to Bulgarian transactions under foreign
law-governed loans, it is best practice to register all lenders as security
holders for the respective amounts they have provided. The security
agent usually only provides certain administrative and organisational
functions with respect to the borrower.
21 What protection is typically afforded to creditors before
collateral can be released? Are there ways to structure around
such protection?
No such protection is envisaged under Bulgarian law. Usually, the individual security agreement may provide for specific regulations on the
security release (such as renewal of the security prior to its expiry, or
accounting for the hardening periods in an insolvency event, to the
extent that the debt is existent).
22 Describe the fraudulent transfer laws in your jurisdiction.
The general rule is that the creditor may request the competent court
to declare as invalid all actions of the debtor that harm the interests of
the creditor, if the debtor is aware of the harm at the time of the actions.
If the deal is for consideration, in order for it to be declared invalid,
the person (third party) with whom the debtor negotiated must also be
aware of the harm. Awareness of the harm is presumed to exist until
proven otherwise, if the third party is a spouse, a descendant or ascendant or a sibling of the debtor.
The invalidity does not affect the rights acquired in good faith by
third parties for consideration prior to the registration of the claim (in
relation to real estate) for declaring the actions as invalid.
Within an insolvency proceeding, a broad range of acts performed
and deals effected after (or certain periods prior to) the insolvency date
could be declared invalid in relation to the creditors in the insolvency
proceedings. Such claims could be raised by the insolvency trustee or
in case of the failure to do so, by either one of the insolvency creditors.
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Update and trends
In order to provide additional protection for employees against
delayed remuneration, at the beginning of 2018, a number of
changes were made to various legislative acts (inter alia, the Civil
Procedure Code, the Commerce Act, the Guaranteed Workers and
Employees Claims Act, the Public Procurement Act).
The most important changes were made in the Commerce
Act, whereas a business may be transferred to a new owner, only
after the existing shareholder has paid all outstanding salaries and
wages, indemnities and statutory social-security contributions to
employees, including those who have left the company up to three
years prior to the transfer. In principle, the previous employer must
make the payments, but if agreed upon, the buyer of the company
can also be responsible for the delayed payables. Following the
legislative changes, it is not clear what type of official documents
and certificates have to be presented to the Commercial Register, in
order to comply with the newly introduced provisions.
Furthermore, the existing AML framework in the country is
expected to undergo a significant overhaul.

Debt commitment letters and acquisition agreements
23 What documentation is typically used in your jurisdiction
for acquisition financing? Are short form or long form debt
commitment letters used and when is full documentation
required?
In a typical cross-border financing transaction, the core finance documents are generally prepared in the English language and follow more
or less the format of the standard documentation published by the
LMA. Naturally, the transaction documents are adopted accordingly to
account for specific mandatory provisions of Bulgarian law when a borrower is a Bulgarian entity or the security provided as collateral under
the loan agreement is located in Bulgaria. Further, some institutional
lenders use their own forms of documents.
Depending on the parties involved, the financing transactions are
governed by Bulgarian law and are prepared in the Bulgarian language.
There are no explicit differentiations on short form or long form
commitment letters; these depend on the parties’ agreement. A commitment letter may usually contain a conditional commitment of
a bank to a borrower to provide the financing and to sign the full
documentation.
Commonly, a term sheet that contains the material parameters of
the potential financing is entered into between the parties.
24 What levels of commitment are given by parties in debt
commitment letters and acquisition agreements in your
jurisdiction? Fully underwritten, best efforts or other types of
commitments?
This largely depends on the parties’ negotiating power and the transaction in question.
25 What are the typical conditions precedent to funding
contained in the commitment letter in your jurisdiction?
Conditions precedent contained in commitment letters strongly
depend on the characteristics of each transaction and are therefore
subject to specific adjustments. Usually, commitment letters comprise
conditions as to compliance, material adverse changes, execution of
final documentation, including securities, within a certain period in
time, regulatory requirements and approvals, ‘know your customer’
checks as well as satisfactory due diligence results. However, such conditions precedent are more commonly included in the term sheet.
26 Are flex provisions used in commitment letters in your
jurisdiction? Which provisions are usually subject to such
flex?
Banks usually ask for flex clauses, which would allow them to subsequently modify the agreed terms of the loan unilaterally. Such flex clauses
are typically related to the calculation of interest and mandatory costs.

27 Are securities demands a key feature in acquisition financing
in your jurisdiction? Give details of the notable features of
securities demands in your jurisdiction.
Securities demands may be included in the process of acquisition financing, where lenders are providing a bridge facility that is designed to be
refinanced as soon as possible, depending on the parties’ will and certain
agreed-upon criteria. Typically, security demands focus on time limits of
the demand, possible grace period, amounts, maturity, etc.
28 What are the key elements in the acquisition agreement that
are relevant to the lenders in your jurisdiction? What liability
protections are typically afforded to lenders in the acquisition
agreement?
The Bulgarian acquisition finance market mainly reflects the contractual standards of the LMA, except for certain local transactions. These
elements include, inter alia:
• conditions precedent;
• drawdown and utilisation rules;
• representations and warranties;
• covenants;
• prepayment and repayment provisions;
• indemnification; and
• collateralisation.
29 Are commitment letters and acquisition agreements publicly
filed in your jurisdiction? At what point in the process are the
commitment papers made public?
There is no general requirement that commitment or finance documents be publicly filed in connection with acquisitions of private
companies. The acquisition agreements related to public companies
are subject to, and filed with, the regulation of the Financial Supervision
Commission, but will still not be publicly available.
Enforcement of claims and insolvency
30 What restrictions are there on the ability of lenders to enforce
against collateral?
Under Bulgarian law, a lender may commence the enforcement against
collateral by complying only with formal requirements (eg, formal
applications and expiry of statutory terms) and payment in advance of
the related costs and fees.
31 Does your jurisdiction allow for debtor-in-possession (DIP)
financing?
Generally, no. However, the enforcement of a going concern pledge by
means of appointing a new manager of the debtor will effectively result
in a similar concept to DIP.
32 During an insolvency proceeding is there a general stay
enforceable against creditors? Is there a concept of adequate
protection for existing lien holders who become subject to
superior claims?
With the opening of insolvency proceedings, commenced collateral
enforcements are suspended, with the exception of the specific execution of special pledges where the insolvency trustee is obliged to grant
the pledged assets to the creditor.
The mortgage creditor has first priority to receive proceeds from
the sale of the insolvency estate assets.
33 In the course of an insolvency, describe preference periods or
other reasons for which a court or other authority could claw
back previous payments to lenders? What are the rules for
such clawbacks and what period is covered?
The clawback periods for challenging payments are six to 12 months
prior to the filing of the insolvency application, depending on the type
of transaction in question and the creditors’ knowledge of the debtor’s
insolvency. Such payments may not be challenged if they are made in
the ordinary course of business and the debtor has received an adequate consideration of it.
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34 In an insolvency, are creditors ranked? What votes are
required to approve a plan of reorganisation?
Yes. The ranking is as follows:
• mortgage and pledge creditors;
• receivables with retention rights;
• insolvency costs;
• salaries of employees;
• monetary support to third parties due by operation of law;
• claims of the state and of the municipalities; and
• other unsecured claims.
A plan for reorganisation must be approved by the creditors accounting
for at least 50 per cent of the admitted receivables, irrespective of rank.
35 Will courts recognise contractual agreements between
creditors providing for lien subordination or otherwise
addressing lien priorities?

BULGARIA

36 How is the claim of an original issue discount (OID) or
discount debt instrument treated in an insolvency proceeding
in your jurisdiction?
The general issue with OID and instruments is whether the insolvency
trustee and, consequently, the court will recognise them as a receivable
at all. The treatment of OIDs will mainly depend on the opinion of the
court when the maturity of the discounted amount occurred.
37 Discuss potential liabilities for a secured creditor that
enforces against collateral.
In general, the seller cannot exclude title guarantees. However, operational guarantees (including environmental liabilities) can be limited.
This will have an impact on the course of enforcement, as the creditor
shall be liable if the debtor was not the owner of the collateral.

No. The court will not recognise any deviations from the ranks provided by the law.

Gentscho Pavlov
Dimitar Zwiatkow

gentscho.pavlov@cms-rrh.com
dimitar.zwiatkow@cms-rrh.com

Landmark Centre
14 Tsar Osvoboditel Blvd
1000 Sofia
Bulgaria

Tel: +359 2 447 1350
Fax: +359 2 447 1390
http://cms.law
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